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PGA Catalunya

FOR CENTURIES, PORTUGAL AND SPAIN
have been known for flamenco dancing, bullfighting,
impressive architecture, and Moorish castles. Today,
the Iberian Peninsula has established itself as Europe’s
new golf capital. Our journey begins in Portugal’s
dazzling capital city of Lisbon, where wonderful
golf and tours of Lisbon’s architectural and historic
marvels await.
On this unique itinerary, we travel between our
destinations by privately chartered aircraft, while our
luggage and golf clubs are transferred over ground by
our staff. We stay at three wonderful properties along
the way, where we will be able to immerse ourselves
in each locale.
Around these captivating cities along the Atlantic
and Mediterranean coasts, an impressive golf course
line-up includes some of the best courses in Europe
such as Sotogrande, Valderrama, Finca Cortesin and
PGA Catalunya. Our sightseeing itinerary features
visits to cultural capitals and historic sites, with
illuminating tours along the way in Lisbon, the Costa
del Sol and Barcelona.
Traveling with Kalos Golf means never having to
worry about your golf bag. Our staff awaits at every
course with your bag placed on a cart and the practice
facility cleared for your arrival. And don’t worry
about the pairings—we take requests or pair you with
new friends who share your skill level and enthusiasm
for the game.
L

A balanced mix of golf and touring in which
golfers play three rounds at these courses:
• Oitavos Dunes
• Real Club Valderrama
• PGA Catalunya
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Whether playing golf or exploring medieval towns
with our experienced guides, shopping on your own or
learning Spanish culinary secrets, you will experience
unsurpassed personal attention, returning from your
journey with new and enriched friendships and
memories of a captivating experience.
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Memorable Golf Adventures

Lisbon, Portugal

September 1/2: Home • Lisbon, Portugal
Depart your home city on September 1 for an
overnight flight to one of Europe’s most beautiful
cities, Lisbon, where you are greeted and
transferred to the luxurious Four Seasons Hotel
Ritz Lisbon. Spend the afternoon at your leisure
before our welcome reception this evening. If
you would like to arrive early in Lisbon, we
can arrange for early nights at the Four Seasons
Hotel Ritz.
Overnight: Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon

.......
September 3: Lisbon
Golf: Oitavos Dunes
Golfers play this Arthur Hills design, which
regularly ranks among Portugal’s top courses
and annually hosts the Portuguese Open. The
course is intended to maximize exposure to three
distinct landscapes: an umbrella pine tree forest,
dunesland, and open coastal transition areas.
Views of the Atlantic Ocean and nearby Sintra are
visible from almost every hole, an ideal opening
round to our journey.
Tour: Sintra & Cascais
Sintra was a favorite summer retreat for the kings
of Portugal. We will visit famous landmarks and
local artisan shops in Sintra before continuing to
Cascais. This sheltered town sits by the Atlantic
Ocean and became a fashionable resort in the
1870s when Luís I converted the citadel into
a summer palace that is still being used by the
president of Portugal today. Enjoy some free time
for an outdoor lunch, shopping and exploration.
Overnight: Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon
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Real Club Valderrama

.......
September 4: Lisbon
Golf: West Cliffs
Cynthia Dye, niece of Pete Dye, brought a little bit of Whistling Straits to the Silver Coast of
Portugal when West Cliffs opened in 2017. Making use of the natural dunes and surrounding
pine forest, the layout of West Cliffs fits effortlessly into the terrain, with a sense the course has
existed here for decades. The elevation changes on the front nine feel more pronounced than
the back. No matter which part of the course you are playing, spectacular views of the Atlantic
Ocean can be enjoyed from every hole.
Tour: Lisbon
Take a panoramic journey through Lisbon, enjoying views of the Alfama and Castelo quarters
overlooking the Tagus River, then tour downtown Lisbon, the magnificent Comércio Square,
and the charms of the São Bento and Chiado districts. Continue to Rossio Square, considered
the heart of Lisbon’s downtown. View the statue of Pombal, the man who rebuilt the city after
the earthquake of 1755, and Avenida da Liberdade—Lisbon’s answer to Piccadilly.
Overnight: Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon

.......
September 5: Lisbon • Málaga • Casares, Spain
Today, we depart Lisbon and take a short flight via chartered air to Málaga, Spain. Our luggage
and golf clubs travel by land with our staff, making our flight experience seamless, and giving
us the freedom to enjoy some touring on arrival in Spain. We visit the Picasso Museum in
Málaga before checking in to Finca Cortesin, where we will spend four nights at this stunning
property in the Andalusían countryside.
Overnight: Finca Cortesin

.......
September 6: Casares
Golf: Real Club Valderrama
Regarded as the “Augusta National of Europe,” Valderrama has consistently been ranked one of
the top five courses in Europe and among the world’s top 100. An abundance of cork, oak, and
olive trees give each of Valderrama’s holes a distinct shape and look. The playing conditions
are impeccable and the setting is bucolic. A Ryder Cup venue and regular host of the Andalucía
Masters, Valderrama regularly receives the highest praise from the world’s finest golfers.
Tour: Ronda
Touring guests travel to Ronda, which sits on a massive rocky outcrop straddling a steep
limestone crevice. Ronda was one of the final Moorish bastions because of this wonderful
strategic position. Our guide leads us on a narrated stroll through the compact old city center
which includes a visit to the spectacular bullring. We enjoy cheese and tapas on the outdoor
terrace at a local winery and enjoy spectacular views from our vantage point overlooking the
valley of olive groves that stretch out below us.
Overnight: Finca Cortesin
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Finca Cortesin

.......
September 7: Casares
Golf: Real Club de Golf Sotogrande
Opened in 1964, Sotogrande was Robert Trent Jones’ first European course,
and the first course along the Costa del Sol. It is a credit to Jones’ vision that
the course more than holds up not only in terms of challenge, but also in classic
beauty. Each hole requires good strategy and execution, with well-placed bunkers
and water hazards dictating the safest approach. Fairways are generous, the rough
is manageable, the greens are wonderfully contoured and manicured; most are
elevated, so an extra club is in order on approach on most occasions. Sotogrande
is a wonderful venue that represents the genesis of golf along the Costa del Sol
and it is our pleasure to be invited to play this private club.
Tour: Spanish Cooking School
Today, we learn the methods of preparing an authentic Spanish meal. After
our meal is prepared, we enjoy the fruits of our labor paired with just the right
Spanish wine on the terrace of a private home.
Overnight: Finca Cortesin

.......
September 8: Casares
Golf: Finca Cortesin Golf Club
A four-time host course for the Volvo Match Play Championship, this open
country course is consistently ranked near the top of Spanish golf courses. The
dramatic elevation changes will keep you on your toes as you weave through
scenic valleys with fantastic views of the surrounding hills and countryside.
Dotted with water hazards, waste areas and well-placed bunkers throughout,
Finca Cortesin presents an enjoyable challenge in a beautiful landscape, an ideal
closing round to our time in Andalucía.
Tour: Marbella & Puerto Banus
We begin the day by visiting Marbella, a quintessential city of Costa del Sol.
Our guide takes us through the labyrinth of narrow cobbled streets lined by
whitewashed homes, boutique shops and cafés, providing a sense of Spanish
culture and history. After lunch, we travel the coast to Puerto Banus, a resort
town framed by a picturesque mountain backdrop and the Mediterranean, where
we have free time to explore.
Overnight: Finca Cortesin
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.......
September 9: Casares • Barcelona, Spain

PGA Catalunya

Today, we fly by private charter from Málaga to Barcelona. On arrival, we
enjoy a panoramic overview of the city before we check in to El Palace Hotel
where we stay for the remainder of our journey.
Overnight: El Palace Hotel

.......
September 10: Barcelona
Golf: Real Club de Golf El Prat
Though the club was established in 1954, the current site of Royal El Prat dates
to the late 1990’s when Greg Norman designed and built this 45-hole complex.
With large greens, wide and sometimes plunging fairways, the courses were
built to accommodate international competitions. Consistently ranked among
Spain’s top courses, and Europe’s top 100, El Prat will delight and challenge.
Tour: Sagrada Família & Park Güell
Sagrada Família inspires awe by its sheer height and the style of medieval
cathedrals it emulates. Unfinished it may be, Gaudí’s masterpiece is worth a
walk around the complex. Some free time will be provided for you to explore
the area before we head to Park Güell, also designed by Antonio Gaudí and one
of the most impressive public parks in the world.
Overnight: El Palace Hotel

.......
September 11: Barcelona
Golf: PGA Catalunya
Recognized as one of Spain’s top five courses, PGA Catalunya’s undulating
land, dense with mature trees, is set dramatically against the Pyrénées
Mountains. The surroundings are quite different from the courses we play in
southern Spain. PGA Catalunya is always a favorite among Kalos golfers and is
a fitting close to our journey.
Tour: Montserrat
Montserrat is a rugged mountain on the outskirts of Barcelona, where we will
visit one of the most popular pilgrimage destinations in Spain, Santa Maria de
Montserrat Abbey. We will see the statue dedicated to Catalonia’s favored saint,
the Black Madonna, and tour outside the ornate Benedictine abbey.
Overnight: El Palace Hotel

.......
September 12: Barcelona • Home
We bid farewell to Spain and transfer to Barcelona Airport for home
bound flights.
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ACCOMMODATIONS

Distinct Luxurious Retreats
The culture, history and quality of golf in
Portugal and Spain deserve to be paired with
the finest accommodations that blend with the
unique character of the locales we visit.
Our first stop is the Four Seasons Hotel Ritz
Lisbon, located in the heart of Lisbon, the
ideal neighborhood from which to explore
the culinary and cultural highlights of this
magnificent city.

Four Seasons Hotel Ritz Lisbon

Along Spain’s Costa del Sol, we stay at Finca
Cortesin, long a favorite of Kalos Golfers. A
uniquely Spanish boutique property set in the
Andalusían countryside, Finca is the perfect
jumping off point for some of the finest golf
in Spain.
At our final stop in Barcelona, we are back
in the heart of it all at El Palace Hotel, a
quintessential icon of Barcelona, immersed
in history and culture and just steps from
multiple wonderful culinary options.

Finca Cortesin

.......

El Palace Hotel

CHARTERED AIR

Getting There Differently
Our route takes us to three distinct
locations from Lisbon, Portugal to Spain’s
Costa del Sol to Barcelona. We comfortably
and conveniently fly from Lisbon to Málaga
and Málaga to Barcelona.
To ensure the comfort, safety and ease
of travel for our small group, we have
chartered a CRJ-200. Our staff manages all
of the luggage arrangements, eliminating
the hassles of typical air travel, allowing
us to maximize our time at each of our
distinct properties.

.......
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Kalos Golf
1504 East Franklin Street, Suite 200
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
To view complete pricing and remaining trip details, please request a full trip
brochure using the brochure request button posted throughout our website, or
call us at 1-919-942-3464.
Each trip brochure may be viewed live online or received via postal mail.
Thank you for your interest in our memorable golf adventures.

GOLF’S FINEST TR AVEL EXPERIENCE
The truth about great international golf courses is that they are
typically in close proximity to fascinating cultural and historic
venues, immersed in unique landscapes ripe for discovery, making
our trips ideal for couples in which one spouse is a passionate
golfer, and one may rather tour. We dedicate as much purpose to
planning and executing our touring programs as we do our golf
line-up; no other golf tour operator can make this promise.
We know our clients demand stimulating experiences beyond
golf and strive to present our guests with a rich blend of choices
between golf and touring each day. Even the heartiest golfers
among our guests often remark, “it was tough to decide today
between the tour and the links.”
Each day, touring passengers will have the option to experience
fascinating cultural and historic or culinary and wine tours. On
some days, golfers and tour guests will spend the day touring
together and on others, they will get together for a private wine
tasting or tour after golf.
We challenge you to ﬁnd a touring program with any other luxury
golf tour operator that is as robust, inclusive and exclusive as you
will ﬁnd on a Kalos Golf tour.

Telephone: 919.942.3464
Fax: 919.929.3326
Info@KalosGolf.com
www.KalosGolf.com

